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Alternative 2
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Alternative 3
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Alternative 4
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Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc

Alternative 5
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COMMUNITY CENTER

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc

Alternative 6

Figure 11
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Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc

Alternative 1
With Case Estates Roadway

Figure 12
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COMMUNITY CENTER

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc

Internal with Connection between
Case House and rest of
Case Campus

Figure
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COMMUNITY CENTER

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc

No Connection between
Case House and rest of
Case Campus

Figure
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Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

Expanded Parking at
Pool Lot

Figure

Vanasse Hangen Brustlin, Inc.

Expanded Parking on
Alphabet Lane between
Woodland and County School

Figure
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Morning Peak Hour Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
Location

Critical
Movement Condition

1: School Street at Alphabet Lane

NB LT

2: School Street at Library Driveway

Demand1

Delay2

LOS3

Queue4

Existing
Future

490
490

4
4

A
A

15
15

EB LR

Existing
Future

150
10

69
17

F
C

229
5

3: School Street at Field School Driveway

EB LR

Existing
Future

20
130

25
69

C
F

12
160

4: School Street at Wellesley Street

SW LR

Existing
Future

230
230

>120
>120

F
F

391
391

5: Wellesley Street at Newton Street (north)

NB LT

Existing
Future

985
985

1
1

A
A

2
2

6: Wellesley Street at Newton Street (south)

EB L

Existing
Future

660
660

>120
>120

F
F

1,320
1,320

EB R

Existing
Future

70
70

11
11

B
B

10
10

7: Wellesley Street at Case House Driveway SB TR

Existing
Future

5
5

11
11

B
B

0
0

8: Wellesley Street at Alphabet Lane

Existing
Future

115
145

29
28

D
D

88
104

SB LR

Note:

Shaded cells denote LOS E or LOS F conditions
Results provided only for the critical movement (side street traffic or main line left turns)
1
Volume on the critical approach
2
Delay on critical approach only, rounded to the nearest whole second
3
Level of service of the critical approach
4
Estimated 95th percentile queue length in feet on the critical approach
NB = northbound, SB= southbound, EB = eastbound, WB = westbound, SW = southwest bound, R = right-turn, L = left-turn, T = thru
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Afternoon Peak Hour Unsignalized Intersection Capacity Analysis
Location

Critical
Movement Condition

1: School Street at Alphabet Lane

NB LT

2: School Street at Library Driveway

Demand1

Delay2

LOS3

Queue4

Existing
Future

415
415

1
1

A
A

3
3

EB LR

Existing
Future

105
45

19
14

C
C

41
14

3: School Street at Field School Driveway

EB LR

Existing
Future

40
85

15
19

C
C

15
44

4: School Street at Wellesley Street

SW LR

Existing
Future

190
190

51
47

F
E

164
157

5: Wellesley Street at Newton Street (north)

NB LT

Existing
Future

575
575

1
1

A
A

1
1

6: Wellesley Street at Newton Street (south)

EB L

Existing
Future

370
370

25
25

C
C

142
142

EB R

Existing
Future

35
35

9
9

A
A

3
3

7: Wellesley Street at Case House Driveway SB TR

Existing
Future

5
5

11
11

B
B

1
1

8: Wellesley Street at Alphabet Lane

Existing
Future

150
165

20
20

C
C

64
69

SB LR

Note:

Shaded cells denote LOS E or LOS F conditions
Results provided only for the critical movement (side street traffic or main line left turns)
1
Volume on the critical approach
2
Delay on critical approach only, rounded to the nearest whole second
3
Level of service of the critical approach
4
Estimated 95th percentile queue length in feet on the critical approach
NB = northbound, SB= southbound, EB = eastbound, WB = westbound, SW = southwest bound, R = right-turn, L = left-turn, T = thru
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GCCMP
Meeting Minutes
Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Project Kickoff Meeting 1
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

Joseph
Sue Zachari

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)

Date & Time:
Location:

May 25, 2011 @ 4:00PM-5:30PM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:
ITEM
1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

MTG
DATE
5/25/11

5/25/11

5/25/11

5/25/11

ACTION

TOPIC /DISCUSSION
INTRODUCTION:
EH gave an introduction to the purposed and desired outcome of the Greater
Case Campus Master Plan (GCCMP) study. There is a need to look beyond Field
School project to solve some of the campus problems including improving the
overall campus flow of traffic and parking.
DELIVERABLE:
The deliverable is a Master Plan Report in late Sept/early Oct that will include a
list of future projects with order of magnitude costs.
COORDINATION:
DV noted that the results of this study may influence the site work scope on Case
Estates on parcel 7 or 8 soil remediation in terms of what level of restoration
Harvard has to do to turn over the land to the Town.
FIELD SCHOOL:
JLA presented a site plan with the new Field School preferred concept design
scheme F. JL explained the Field School project base scope vs. the Master Plan
future scope. EH noted that the MSBA caps reimbursement on the Field School
site costs.

Page 1 of 3

Info

Info

Info

Info

DUE
DATE

ITEM

1.05

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

5/25/11

TRAFFIC & PARKING
JL stated some of the goals of the Master Plan study include trying to resolve
parking and traffic flow around Case Campus including the following:
Potential new roadway though case estates
Event parking supply
sidewalks on alphabet lane
pedestrian circulation loop
Cemetery loop connecting to bus lot and DPW facility, this would be a Town
access restricted vehicle roadway.

ACTION

DUE
DATE

VHB

6/8/11

SB

August

JLA’s traffic engineer VHB will calculate traffic needs of the library, case house,
rec. center, senior center. VHB is scheduled to do traffic studies on 6/8 & 6/9.
SB noted the Library events are done until July, but in August they will have
annual traffic data. SB to provide peak parking demands to VHB.

1.06

5/25/11

INFORMATION GATHERING:
JLA wants to gather information from each of the building heads on the Greater
Case Campus. JLA went around the room and asked each building manager what
their concerns are for the existing case campus and what they would like to see in
the future. The following sections are lists from those conversations:

Info

1.07

5/25/11

LIBRARY:
Afraid to lose parking in rear
Deliveries to back of library, have clearance requirements for truck access
20 ft box trucks deliver at the front door for interlibrary loan program.
No teacher parking in the Library lot
Supposed to have 85 spaces, they do not today
JLA will determine opportunities for overlap parking
Memorial trees planted on back hill 6-7 flowering trees could be transplanted
SB would like to eliminate traffic circle at front entry
15 employee parking around back
Natural light of children’s room on main level
Outdoor front lawn – Shakespeare in summer, Dangerous Boys camping, reptile
program.
Bus drop-off needed as children are delivered to library from the schools.
Septic system is located in the front lawn

Info

1.08

5/25/11

COUNCIL ON AGING:
Current traffic flow is problematic; has peaks and valleys of parking
Provide more consolidated parking near entrances
Dumpster shared with case house
Afternoon activities are scheduled around school drop off and pickup times,
desire to not restrict CoA schedule by school schedule.
Walking trails with 24 hour use
Heavy foot traffic from senior center to library
Receives daily lunch deliveries between 10-11am.
Better boundaries between children areas of site and CoA areas

Info
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ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

1.09

5/25/11

RECREATION CENTER:
Bathrooms accessible from outside for field use
JLA offered the idea of a snack stand with an overhang for rain protection
Concern about parcel 8 parking with kids crossing the street in front of fast bus
traffic and parents
Need larger field space than exists today
The hill is used for sledding by small kids
2-4 schedule buses a day drop off kids at 12:00pm and 2:24pm stop at Rec center
Recreation Master Plan of resting fields to maintain longevity of sports fields
Turf Fields may be possible in case estate land, but won’t make sense for case
campus because of the leaching field requirements.
Track surrounding the entire campus for connection and exercise
Bus drop off location
Outdoor playing fields can be combined with Field School as it is now

Info

1.10

5/25/11

COUNTRY + WOODLAND SCHOOLS:
Over flow parking in the pool lot
Replace alphabet lane parking taken by new field school footprint
Pedestrian connection to case house

Info

1.11

5/25/11

TREES:
JLA will contact an Arborist to analyze trees and landscaping, to determine what
needs to be preserved.

Info

1.12

5/25/11

FIELD SCHOOL:
Need larger playground space for recess
Band Pickup at 3:30pm Tuesday’s impact other buildings with parent pickup
(Band ends by end of May)

Info

1.13

5/25/11

CASE HOUSE:
Insufficient parking, overflow currently goes to Rec Center.
Want to keep green space around property
DM noted there was a previous study, 10 years ago to remove case house curb
cut off Wellesley St. JLA to research with Doug.

1.14

1.15

5/25/11

5/25/11

CASE CAMPUS MASTER PLAN BOUNDS DEFINED:
Parcel 7+8 for vehicle access, parking, fields, septic
Bus loop through cemetery
Case campus needs traffic parking
Traffic between Route 20 and New Rotary Circle
th
th
Traffic counts scheduled for June 8 and 9
FUTURE MEETING:
JLA noted that they will present Sketches at the next meeting. The team agreed
on 6/21 – 4:00-5:30pm as the next meeting date with a fall back of 6/23 – 4:005:30pm. CPM to issue a meeting confirmation.

JLA, DM

DUE
DATE

July

Info

CPM

6/10/11

These minutes are considered the r
OMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
receipt. The next meeting date and time is Tuesday 6/21/11 at 4:00pm.
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GCCMP

UNOFFICAL MINUTES
Meeting Minutes
Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 2
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
– Dir. Rec. Center
–
–
–
–

Sue Zachari

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)

d Sch.
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
–
m.
- Director of Operations Sch
Date & Time:
Location:

- VHB

June 21, 2011 @ 4:00PM-5:30PM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees: Chris Price; Debra Dunn
ITEM
2.01

MTG
DATE
6/21/11

ACTION

TOPIC /DISCUSSION
MEETING PURPOSE & FUNDAMENTALS:
. We stated the options are not meant
ook at campus
and parking.
dequate parking for each
.

ase Campus;
-

– oneNew traf

Page 1 of 3

Info

DUE
DATE

ITEM

2.02

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

6/21/11

SCHEME A:

ACTION

DUE
DATE

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

rix of existing and proposed parking counts

ic street.

2.03

2.04

6/21/11

6/21/11

SCHEME B:

SCHEME C:
This option has 2 new exits through Case Estates. SZ is
since don’t own Case Estates.
estates to purchase cer
The Case House, COA & Rec. center
connection
g to the
for future
onfiguration of parking around rec center and senior center to
nstituencies.

2.05

6/21/11

SCHEME D:

int.

sc

2.06

6/21/11

SCHEME E:

DM not

2.07

6/21/11

TEMPORARY BUS ACCESS:
ce
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ITEM

2.08

2.09

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

6/21/11

POOL PARKING NEEDS:

6/21/11

ACTION

DUE
DATE

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

JLA, VHB

7/14/11

CPM

6/29/11

JLA, CPM

6/29/11

COUNCIAL ON AGING:
period. Most of their constituents enter at the
traffic.

2.10

2.11

6/21/11

6/21/11

MEETING SCHEDULE:
The next meeting
reminder.

at 4:00PM

HANDOUTS:
this group.

These minutes are considered the record of the meeting an
OMPASS
receipt. The next meeting date and time is Thursday 7/14/11 at 4:00pm.
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UNOFFICAL MINUTES
Meeting Minutes
Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 3
Town of Weston (Weston)
– Chairmen School Comm.
– Dir. Rec. Center
– Planning Board Staff
Sue Zachari
– Planning Board Member
– Dir. Council on Aging
– Principal Field Sch.
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
– Sch. Facility Dir.
Peter Hil
- Traffic & Sidewalk Comm.
- Director of Operations Sch
- Police Chief
John Lyons - Police
Al Aydelott– Planning Board Member
Date & Time:
Location:

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)

- VHB
Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price – Principal Country Sch.
Debra Dunn Principal Woodland Sch.
Michael Harrity - Selectmen
Steve Charlip - Selectmen

July 14, 2011 @ 1:00PM-2:30PM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM
3.01

MTG
DATE
7/14/11

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

FIELD SCHOOL BASELINE CHANGES:
JL presented the base scope of the Field School project campus reconfiguration
dubbed Phase 1 then presented Phase 2 which is the GCCMP that we are here to
discuss. This Master Plan is meant to look at campus as a whole for circulation and
parking. Phase 1 & 2 will be complimentary site changes.

DUE
DATE

Info

The phase 1 Field school site reconfiguration does not change the exits/entries
onto the school campus. The overall afternoon traffic flow does not significantly
change. There will be a new bus drop-off off Alphabet lane across from Country
school. The parent drop-off will be on the upper part of Alphabet lane adjacent to
the Council on Aging.

3.02

7/14/11

PARKING COUNTS:
One of the main focuses of the master plan is to provide adequate parking for each
facility on the Case Campus; JLA noted the number of spaces associated with each

Page 1 of 3

JLA, VHB

7/27/11

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

JLA, VHB

7/27/11

JLA, VHB

7/27/11

JLA, VHB

7/27/11

building:
library parking 86 spaces
Field School 70 spaces
Council on Aging 42 spaces
Rec. Center 46 spaces
Case House 17 spaces
Extend Country School parking – count to be confirmed

3.01

3.01

3.01

3.01

3.01

3.01

3.01

3.01

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

7/14/11

OVERLAP:
MH noted he is concerned that the existing parking conflicts between the library
and Field School are being switched for the Council on Aging and Field School. JLA
to shape parking lot to limit interactions.
PHASE 2 GCCMP:
JLA presented the possible improvements of phase 2, including a new 2-way road
onto Wellesley street through the Case Estates, event parking on parcel 8, and
changing the existing Alphabet lane exit to an entrance for the COA, Rec. Ctr and
Case House.
TRAFFIC EXITS & ENTRANCES at WELLESLEY ST.
VHB stated that the case campus needs 2 entrances & 2 exits for traffic to flow
properly. Some optioned included possibility for 2 new roadways shown in the
case estates. MH noted that the long “woodland” road cuts thought a parcel of
Case Estates that is ear marked for residential sale.
TRAFFIC EXITS & ENTRANCES at SCHOOL ST.
PH noted that using the existing Field School entrance as a 1-way exit then entering
the new roundabout may be an option for study. PH suggested turning lanes from
School street onto Alphabet lane, but historic stonewall may be a problem.
BUSSING:
CP is concerned about the minimal time for country to load kids on buses due to
the shortened proximity of buses coming from new Field School. DM noted at
lunch time a few school buses drop kids off at Rec. Ctr. So buses must be able to
drop-off and turn around.

JLA, VHB
7/27/11

JLA, VHB

7/27/11

JLA

7/27/11

MEETING SCHEDULE:
The next meeting is scheduled for 7/27 at 4:00PM. CPM to send out an email
reminder.

CPM

7/25/11

HANDOUTS:
JLA to send copies of the meeting presentation materials to CPM to distributed to
this group.

JLA, CPM

7/25/11

COSTS:
Several members asked for order of magnitude costs for roadway options. JLA
noted they will be doing that at a later stage when the roadway options have been
narrowed down.

Page 2 of 3

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

These minutes are considered the record of the meeting and all decisions and actions reflected herein are deemed
agreed by the participants unless notice of changes are provided to COMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
receipt. The next meeting date and time is Wednesday 7/27/11 at 4:00pm.
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GCCMP

UNOFFICAL MINUTES
Meeting Minutes
Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 4
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

– Chairmen School Comm.
– Dir. Rec. Center
– Planning Board Staff
– Dir. Council on Aging
– Council on Aging Board
– Principal Field Sch.
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
– Sch. Facility Dir.
– Traffic & Sidewalk Comm.
– Resident abutter
- Traffic & Sidewalk Comm.
- Director of Operations Sch
- Police Chief
Date & Time:
Location:

4.01

4.02

- VHB
Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Michael Harrity - Selectmen
Steve Charlip - Selectmen
Chris Price – Principal Country Sch.
Debra Dunn Principal Woodland Sch.
Al Aydelott– Planning Board Member

July 27, 2011 @ 4:00PM-5:30PM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees: Sue Zachari

ITEM

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
Jonatha

MTG
DATE
7/27/11

7/27/11

– Planning Board Member; John Lyons - Police

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

PHASE 1: FIELD SCHOOL PROJECT
JLA presented Phase 1 Weston Field School Plan.
DM noted that the Rec. Center shows 14 spaces, but needs another 35 spaces. JL
noted there are 24 parking spaces at field use by available for overflow. The
committee suggested keeping the existing School St. exit. ,
PHASE 2: MASTER PLAN PROJECT
The timing of Phase 2 hasn’t been decided yet and will most likely have multiple
completion dates. The design of phase 2 will compatible with Phase 1. VHB noted
that new Case Estates roadway doesn’t require a left hand turn inbound from
Wellesley St. The new concept plan shows a new entrance at Case House to be
used for Rec. Ctr and COA. There will be parking proximate to the entrance and
the traffic will exit out existing Alphabet roadway exit. Event parking will happen
on Parcel 8.
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Info

Info

DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

4.03

7/27/11

Mike Harrity would like to see traffic exit on to School St. He suggested the need
to separate the 2 exits by more than 400 ft. MH noted the Case Estates road
must navigate around the rhododendrons plantings.

VHB

4.04

7/27/11

Clint S. asked about the tradeoff of eliminating Case Estates road and keeping the
School St. exit. HM replied that scenario is the base plan P1 which does work.
Keeping an exit onto School St. where it is today has benefits. The Case Estates
road would improve the circulation by providing an additional entry or exit. VHB
to do traffic flow on Phase 1 and several phase 2 options to present at the next
meeting.

VHB

8/3/11

4.05

7/27/11

Peter H. suggested making the School St. exit Right Turn only across from
Wellesley St. then turnaround in the new proposed round about to head towards
Route 20. VHB to study this option.

VHB

8/3/11

4.06

7/27/11

There was a group discussion about making Alphabet Lane two way with an exit
on to school St. VHB believes that there is a line of sight problem with that
option. VHB to study the line of sight in more detail. JLA to show existing plan for
next meeting

VHB

8/3/11

4.07

7/27/11

JLA confirmed the future presentations will show sidewalks added for
pedestrians along Alphabet Lane.

Info

4.08

7/27/11

PARKING COUNT CHANGES:
Building
= Existing to Proposed
Field School
= 49
- 70
Town Library
= 59
- 84
Case House
= 25
- 38
Recreation Ctr
= 14
- 14
Council On Aging = 42
- 42
Country School
= 75
- 78
Alphabet Field
= 0
- 20 by County school
Upper Case Field = 19
- 48 by CH Float Parking
Overflow lot on CE = 0
- 45 on Case Estate parcel 8
Total Parking Count = 340 - 441

Info

4.09

7/27/11

JL noted that the Woodland School & pool parking are not part of current study.
JLA agreed to have VHB look at the parking needs of those buildings too.

VHB

8/3/11

4.10

7/27/11

Jim Mannix pointed out that the new Case Estates road will create an island for
his property and cut off his access to the Case Estates trails that he uses daily to
walk his dogs. JM stated he is adamantly against the current proposal for a case
estate roadway due to its direct impact on his property.

JLA, VHB

8/3/11

4.11

7/27/11

The long future Case Estate roadway connecting Wellesley St. to the Woodland
nd
school would be beneficial to provide a 2 means of egress from that school, but
could be cost prohibitive. EH noted the Conservation land may prohibit the long
range connection to DPW and WFD. The public service only road is still being
studied.

Info

Page 2 of 3

DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

These minutes are considered the record of the meeting and all decisions and actions reflected herein are deemed
agreed by the participants unless notice of changes are provided to COMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
receipt. The next meeting date and time is Wednesday 8/3/11 at 9:00am.
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GCCMP

UNOFFICAL MINUTES
Meeting Minutes
Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 5
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
–
–
–

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
–

–
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
–
–
–
–

Jim Mannix

Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price –

- Director of Operations Sch
Kay McCahan – Resident
– Resident
–
Date & Time:
Location:

August 3, 2011 @ 9:00AM-10:30AM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM

– Resident
– Resident
– Resident

–

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

5.01

MTG
DATE
8/3/11

Howard M. of VHB made a presentation on the traffic analysis data from each
intersection around the case campus. VHB ran calculations with and without the
case estates roadway. HM defined the criteria for the rating scale for intersection
level of service analysis. This traffic analysis was completed using traffic data
collected in May 2011 and December 2010 around the campus.

Info

5.02

8/3/11

Field School project Phase 1 includes a dedicated library driveway, shifting WFS
the existing entrance to an exit.

Info

5.03

8/3/11

HM noted that the 6 alternatives have some baseline assumptions including some
configuration of a Case Estate (CE) roadway by Woodland school, the proposed
rotary at Wellesley St. and the Library with a dedicated driveway.

info
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

5.04

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.1:
Alternate includes: Inbound road off the rotary near Case House; Two-way road
on CE between Woodland Sch & Wellesley St. with a left turn lane on Wellesley
St. No exit on to School Street. This puts too much pressure on Alphabet exit.

5.05

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.2:
Alternate includes: Exit onto School St. via right turn only entering roundabout.
This negatively impacts the rotary through traffic flow.

5.06

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.3:
Alternate includes: Adding a traffic light at exit School St. onto Wellesley and
School St intersection creating a 4-way Signalized intersection.
HM noted the Rotary would operate efficiently. There would also be a one-way
entry to Case House, Rec Ctr & COA at rotary. VHB to study eliminating rotary
connection in place of signal only.
MH noted to make Case House entry 2-way would require shifting the rotary on
to abutting property to have 4 entries and exits evenly spaced.

Info

Info

VHB

DM doesn’t like signal at Wellesley and School because it takes away from rural
character in Weston that the Field school project is trying to preserve. VHB needs
to study backup at rotary could line the smart light for peak volume.
SS noted DOT tracks accidents state wide (valued over $1000). There were only 5
accidents over the last 3 years at this intersection. MH noted Signal design could
be blended into rural setting. VHB to provide sketch of intersection geometry
showing the exits from DM and MD driveways.

5.07

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.4:
Alternate includes: Keep existing WFS entry, narrowing roadway to add green
space. The queuing length in this option is reduced over the base Phase 1.
EH asked if they could move the School St. exit in Alt. 2.4 closer to library, this can
be studied.

Info

5.08

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.5:
Alternate includes: 2-way Case House only; Reverse direction of Alphabet Lane,
with a portion being 2-way. Exit Alphabet at School St.
HM noted there are bad lines of sight even with tree removal to clear brush to
stone wall? There are additional concerns of through traffic, speed, uphill grade
change. Additional line of sight distance is required for busses that exit due to
size and slower speed.

Info

5.09

8/3/11

ALTERNATE 2.6:
Alternate includes: 2-way entry/exits Alphabet/School – Level F grade. Adding
signalized intersections here would improve level of service F, but there are other
negatives mentioned above.
Public noted at 4-6PM traffic backup from Rte. 20 to Scout House. Entering Case
Campus of Case House rotary would relieve campus access. Keep Alphabet lane
exit onto Wellesley St.
Alphabet Field need to drop-off lane at By the stream.
Could use Country bus drop-off, but would need to be coordinated with the

Info
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DUE
DATE

8/25/11

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

concurrent bus pickup for the late music class.

5.10

8/3/11

VHB presented a widening of Woodland Road to improve 2-way traffic during
winter while snow encroaches on the roadway.

Info

5.11

8/3/11

Public suggested the team analyze the feasibility of CE road. If this option was to
move forward an engineer would need to review grade changes, tree removal,
clearing, ledge and sight lines at exit required to complete this proposed
roadway. CS promotes Alt 2.3 signalized over CE exit, since he expects it is
fraction of cost for ½ mile of new roadway. There may be other benefits to CE
roadway including potential for road connects to DPW and Bus Storage.
Open up CE for 2nd disaster relief exit from Woodland.

VHB

5.12

8/3/11

Next portion of the Master Plan will study Field use, pedestrian, and open space.
The short term goal is to gain acceptance of roadway and parking base option
then focus on open space.

JLA

5.13

8/3/11

VHB has focused on Complimentary use of shared parking, to allow overlaps
during individual building peak times.

These minutes are considered the record
OMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
The next meeting date and time is Thursday 8/25/11 at 9:00am.
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Town of Weston
Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 6
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
–
–
–

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
–

–
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
–
–
–
–

Jim Mannix

Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price –

- Director of Operations Sch
Kay McCahan – Resident
– Resident
–
Pam Fox–
Date & Time:
Location:

– Resident
– Resident
– Resident
Jennifer Ash – Resident
– Resident

August 25, 2011 @ 9:00AM-10:30AM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM

-

6.01

MTG
DATE
8/25/11

6.02

8/25/11

–

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

INTRODUCTION
Howard M. of VHB made a presentation on the updated traffic analysis data from
each intersection around the case campus. VHB ran calculations with and
without the case estates roadway. HM defined the criteria for the rating scale for
intersection level of service analysis. This traffic analysis was completed using
traffic data collected in May 2011 and December 2010 around the campus.

Info

HM noted that VHB did not further pursue the option to reverse traffic on
Alphabet lane as it was not feasible.

Info
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

6.03

8/25/11

HM noted that the 6 alternatives have some baseline assumptions including some
configuration of a Case Estate (CE) roadway by Woodland school, the proposed
rotary at Wellesley St. and the Library with a dedicated driveway.

info

6.04

8/25/11

ALTERNATE 2.1:
Alternate includes: Inbound road off the rotary near Case House; Two-way road
on CE between Woodland Sch & Wellesley St. with a left turn lane on Wellesley
St. No exit on to School Street. This puts too much pressure on Alphabet exit.

Info

6.05

8/25/11

ALTERNATE 2.3:
Alternate includes: Adding a traffic light at exit School St. onto Wellesley and
School St intersection creating a 4-way Signalized intersection.
VHB analysis does not expect traffic to queue into the Rotary, but it would be
close. HM noted rough costs to design and construction a new signalized
intersection is approximately $250,000. The public wanted more information on
a signalized intersection. Public doesn’t like signal at Wellesley and School
because it takes away from rural character in Weston that the Field school
project is trying to preserve.

Info

6.06

8/25/11

ALTERNATE 2.4:
Alternate includes: Keep existing WFS entry, narrowing roadway to add green
space. The queuing length in this option is reduced over the base Phase 1.
This scenario would operate similar to how it does today.

Info

6.07

8/25/11

SUB ALTERNATE TO 2.4
VHB looked at exiting Alphabet lane, but the line of sight is too difficult for
vehicles due to the rapid grade change on both streets and the curve of School
Street.

Info

6.08

8/25/11

ALTERNATE 2.6:
Alternate includes: 2-way entry/exits Alphabet/School – Level F grade. Adding
signalized intersections here would improve level of service F, but there are other
negatives mentioned above.
MH noted the line of sight for a car is 430 ft, but the line of sight for a school bus
is 600ft. The line of sight is too difficult for vehicles due to the rapid grade change
on both streets and the curve of School Street.

Info

6.09

8/25/11

CASE ESTATE ROADWAY
VHB presented Table 3 as a comparison of the traffic data with and without the
case estate (CE) roadway. The conclusion is that CE helps relieve traffic
congestion, but the functionality of the campus is not dependent on it.

Info

6.10

8/25/11

POOL & WOODLAND OVERFLOW PARKING
VHB showed 2 options for adding 27 parking spaces for the pool and woodland
school use. Option 1 was widening the pool driveway to have parking on either
side. Option 1 was widening the Woodland Road to have parking on either side.

Info

6.11

8/25/11

PEDESTRIAN CROSSWALKS
Group discussed the pedestrian crosswalk on School street with push button
signal. PH suggested adding a raised intersection. VHB does not recommend

Info
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

9/30/11

raised intersections on a main artery roadway. These applications are better
suited for secondary slower roads. Pedestrian access will be studied in the next
phase of this master plan.

6.12

8/25/11

CASE HOUSE DRIVEWAY
VHB studied the case house driveway with and without the connection to the
Rec. Ctr. DM noted that it would create a 3 way intersection at the front
entrance and drop off location. This option requires further study from VHB.

VHB

6.13

8/25/11

TOWN ELECTION
DV noted that at this time Weston does not plan on voting on funding for the
master plan work at the Special Town Meeting this Fall 2011. CS noted the
funding date of the proposed rotary has not been determined yet, but could be
this fall or next spring.

Info

6.14

8/25/11

TRAFFIC & PARKING APPROVAL
The working group agreed by majority vote to accept alternative 2.4 as the basis
of design for the traffic and parking master plan.
The approved scope includes using the existing Field school exit on to School St.
and not introducing a new signalized intersection. Alphabet lane entrance and
exit uses will remain the same, but portions of Alphabet lane will have two-way
traffic. The parking lot configurations have been agreed to Alternate 2.4. The
portion still up for discussion is the connection of case house driveway to the rec.
center, but this can be settled at a later date.

ALL

8/25/11

6.15

8/25/11

OPEN SPACE STUDY
The working group agreed to move into the Master Plan study of Field use,
pedestrian, and open space. This study will focus on the pedestrian connections
to each building and field use on the Case Campus and will include crosswalks on
the surround public streets. The next meeting to discuss these topics is 9/7/11 at
9am.

ALL

9/7/11

6.16

8/25/11

PUBLIC MEETING
A public presentation will be scheduled in September to present the master plan
progress to the general public. Weston is targeting 9/19/11 at 7pm in the case
house conference room for that public presentation. This presentation will
include the Field school project too.

ALL

9/19/11

OMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
The next meeting date and time is Wednesday 9/7/11 at 9:00am.
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Greater Case Campus Master Plan
Meeting: Working Group Meeting 7
Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
–
–
–

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
–

–
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
Jennifer Warner (JW – Librarian
–
–
Jim Mannix
– Resident, Abutter
- Director of Operations Sch
Kay McCahan – Resident
– Resident
–
Pam Fox–
Date & Time:
Location:

Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price – Princ
– Resident
– Resident
– Resident
Jennifer Ash – Resident
– Resident

September 7, 2011 @ 9:00AM-10:30AM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM

-

7.01

MTG
DATE
9/7/11

7.02

9/7/11

–

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

INTRODUCTION:
Jonathan Levi made a presentation on the open space, field uses and
pedestrian access around the Case Campus. JL defined the purpose of the
study is about vision and how people will move around site and the Case
Campus potential.

Info

PATHWAYS:
Existing pedestrian circulation is chopped up and not knitted together.

Info

JLA proposed many new pathways around the case campus to connect the
Page 1 of 3

DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

various buildings and fields or Municipal and School uses. JLA presented
conceptual sketches that show paths connecting the following:
- country parking to alphabet lane field
- library parking to alphabet lane fields with sidewalks and cross walks
- woodland to field school
- pathway along lower alphabet to connect field to COA, recreation
center, fields
- recreation center / COA along parking to school street with crossing into
neighborhood
JLA to study possible connections from alphabet walk (at barn) to
Wellesley St.
7.03

9/7/11

LANDSCAPING:
JLA proposed an arboretum setting along the front of case campus
property along school St. using large trees. This would be an expansion of
the existing setting in front of the Case House.

7.04

9/7/11

RECREATION:
JLA proposed some Recreational opportunities around a two loops or ring
system. There would be an inner loop around play field and an outer loop
around perimeter of campus.

Info

Info

7.05

9/7/11

INNER LOOP:
Inner loop includes play fields for more than just youth sports. Some of
the highlights of JLA’s concepts include:
- frame the core with trees
- create an inner loop with stations
- solid surface walkways
- all starts at community center
- about 1/4 mile around loop
- next station is hillside behind admin building - make landscape bleachers
- possibly cover portion with trellis’s
- next station is a pavilion on path - maybe sanitary facilities, concessions
or just shelter
- maybe terracing at the site of old field school - full story difference in
grade
- station at playground for viewing

Info

7.06

9/7/11

OUTER LOOP:
Outer loop 3/4 mile around. Some of the highlights of JLA’s concepts
include:
- originate at community center
- permeable walkways - paths
- next station - at lot next to admin Case House for an experimental
garden or memorial

Info
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

DUE
DATE

- next in front of admin building potential for market place
- fourth station - shallow rink for ice skating in winter & use the hill for
sledding
- outdoor theater in front of library
- then a wooded vernal pool path
- treat the inner rotary as the center of the elementary school campus info board, electronic features
- structured grass opposite field parking for fairgrounds and overflow
parking
7.07

9/7/11

JLA
COMMENTS:
The public suggested that all paths should be handicap accessible - ramps
etc. Some of the natural dirt paths will need to be studied further.
COA asked JLA to study the need for more active space for "elderly", not
just walking paths.

9/16/11

7.08

9/7/11

ALL
NEXT MEETING:
The next meeting to discuss Field use, pedestrian, and open space is
9/16/11 at 7:30am. This meeting will address the phasing of the site
improvements work.

9/16/11

7.09

9/7/11

ALL
PUBLIC MEETING:
A public presentation has been scheduled in September on 9/19/11 at
7:00pm in the case house conference room to present the master plan
progress and the Field school project

9/19/11

These minutes are considere
OMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
The next meeting date and time is Friday 9/16/11 at 7:30am.
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Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
–
–
–

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
–

–
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
Jennifer Warner (JW – Librarian
–
–
– Resident, Abutter
- Traffic
- Director of Operations Sch
Kay McCahan – Resident
– Resident
–
Pam Fox–
John Lyons –
– Resident
Date & Time:
Location:

8.01

Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price –
– Resident
– Resident
– Resident
Jennifer Ash – Resident
– Resident
Sarah & Samantha Jensen - Resident
– Resident
Penny Peddie – Resident

September 16, 2011 @ 7:30AM-9:00AM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM

-

MTG
DATE
9/16/11

–

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

PRESENTATION:
Jonathan Levi re-presented the open space, field uses and pedestrian
access around the Case Campus. JL defined the purpose of the study is
about vision and how people will move around site and the potential of
the Case Campus. An open dialogue was engaged with the group. Some
of the ideas may already have a place in town, such as farmers market
and sledding hill which happen on the town green.

Info
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

8.02

8.03

8.04

8.05

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

9/16/11

NEXT STEPS:
JLA noted the next steps are to package up the various components into
options that can be priced with order of magnitude costs. JLA will then
present the packages with pricing at the next meeting for feedback from
Weston about prioritizing packages.

JLA

9/16/11

9/16/11

9/16/11

PATHWAYS:
JLA noted that the inner loop includes sidewalks adjacent to parking,
connecting the buildings would be concrete or asphalt. The Pathways for
the outer loop through the landscaped areas will be preamble pathways.
J. McCain noted that 25% of Weston residents are over 60 yrs old and he
supports the idea of accessible paths for elderly fitness as well as
connecting all of the buildings on the case campus.
RECREATION:
DM liked the ideas presented, but would like to see the ice rink, sledding
and WFS playground in closer proximity to the recreation center. DM
noted that they exact layout of the case house & rec. center parking lot
intersection needs more study in relation to the drop off location.
ACCESS TO ALPHABET FIELD & BIKE PATHS:
The group likes the idea of better path connections from Alphabet Field to
the new country parking lot. There is a desire to discourage parents from
dropping off kids for Alphabet field while on alphabet lane. Sarah Jenson
suggested the need for a bike lane on the case campus at both ends of
Alphabet lane. JLA thought putting it on Alphabet with a soft barrier
would prohibit cars from stopping or parking. JLA to look at adding a
sidewalk or pathway along Alphabet lane at Wellesley St. exit.

8.06

9/16/11

FUNDING:
EH noted that the Field School project is on its own track for a vote on
funding in November. The Case Campus Master Plan (CCMP) requires
vetting out with various town committees and groups before moving
forward to a funding stage. The timeline and individual projects of the
CCMP have not been agreed to yet. The next meeting will help answer
the questions about projects that may want to proceed on their own path.

8.07

9/16/11

PRICING PACKAGES:
JLA and the group agreed on several packages to price for order of
magnitude costs. The following options were agreed to:
1. Parking changes
a. Additional Event Overflow parking on Case Estates,
b. Reconfiguration of the Recreation center and Case House
parking and driveway
2. Woodland roadway improvements
a. Widen Woodland Roadway and add 27 parking spaces
b. Case Estates Roadway connecting Woodland to Wellesley
Page 2 of 3

DUE
DATE

Info

JLA

10/07/11

JLA

10/07/11

JLA

10/07/11

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.08

9/16/11

ACTION

DUE
DATE

Street
Pedestrian Paths Inner loop
a. Sidewalks
b. Terracing hills & retaining wall
Creation of Arboretum along School St.
Outer Loop Walkway
a. With permeable paths, benches and site lighting
Structures
a. Kiosk Signage in Rotary for campus events
b. Ice Rink for seasonal usage.
Bike lanes along Alphabet lane.

ALL
NEXT MEETING:
The next meeting will be 10/7/11 at 7:30am. This meeting will address
the pricing of packages for review and comment.

10/7/11

agreed by the pa
OMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
The next meeting date and time is Friday 10/7/11 at 7:30am.
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Greater Case Campus Master Plan
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Town of Weston (Weston)

Compass Project Management, Inc.(CPM)

–
–
–
–

Jonathan Levi Architects (JLA)
–

–
– Superintendent
– Town Manager
– Librarian
Jennifer Warner (JW – Librarian
–
–
– Resident, Abutter
- Director of Operations Sch
Kay McCahan – Resident
– Resident
–
Pam Fox–
John Lyons –
Mary Johnston–
–
Date & Time:
Location:

- VHB
Ken Hodgson - CDW
Town of Weston (Weston) Continued
Chris Price –
– Resident
– Resident
– Resident
Jennifer Ash – Resident
– Resident
Sarah Jensen - Resident
– Resident
Penny Peddie – Resident
B
– Resident

October 7, 2011 @ 7:30AM-9:00AM
Case House Conference Room

Attendees: Attended: (
Distribution: Attendees:

ITEM
9.01

MTG
TOPIC /DISCUSSION
DATE
10/07/11 PRESENTATION:
Jonathan Levi presented the cost estimate data with a color coded plans.
They grouped the CCMP components into 4 modules based on similarities.
Module 1 – Pedestrian & Parking Upgrades
Module 2 – Woodland School Area & Alphabet Lane Configuration
Module 3 – Arboretum & Recreational Paths on Case Campus
Property.
Module 4 – Landmarks and Roundabout on Alphabet Lane
Page 1 of 3

ACTION

Info

DUE
DATE

ITEM

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

ACTION

All of the cost estimate data presented represents order of magnitude
construction costs in today’s (fall 2011) dollars with a 25%
estimating/design contingency, however it does not include escalation for
future. The estimates do not include design fees, permitting, or other soft
costs.
9.02

9.03

9.04

9.05

9.06

10/07/11 MODULE 1:
Module 1 has 5 subcomponents that add up to $1,906,000:
1a) Pathway connections to Alphabet Field & Country School = $17,000.
1b) Case Estate Event Parking includes pervious grass paving to
complement the character of the campus. = $483,000.
1c) Case House & Rec. Center parking reconfiguration. The rec. center
roundabout needs future study = $805,000.
1d) Alphabet land South Expansion to provide sidewalks and a 2nd lane
exiting vehicles. This includes re-building historic wall = $161,000.
1e) Inner Pedestrian Loop, retaining walls, skating rink, seating,
landscaping = $440,000.
10/07/11 MODULE 2:
Module 2 has 3 subcomponents that add up to $1,306,000:
2a) Woodland Roadway Expansion, and added parking = $108,000.
2b) Woodland School Egress Road through Case Estates parcel, includes
clearing trees, lighting, paving, etc. = $1,109,000.
2c) Alphabet Lane North Expansion to add bike lane and repaving =
$89,000.
10/07/11 MODULE 3:
Module 3 has 2 subcomponents that add up to $363,000:
3a) Arboretum Planting along Scenic Roadway, with large caliper trees =
$140,000.
3b) Outer Pedestrian Loop through wooded landscape, includes a stone
dust surface, place holder for monument = $223,000.
10/07/11 MODULE 4:
Module 4 includes 1 subcomponents for $250,000:
4a) Create a campus center electronic kiosk for event notices = $250,000.

Info

Info

Info

Info

10/07/11 EXCLUSION:
JLA noted that they didn’t include pricing for a public restrooms, snack bar Info
or maintenance costs.
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DUE
DATE

ITEM

9.07

MTG
DATE

TOPIC /DISCUSSION

10/07/11 PRIORITIES:
Weston discussed the priorities of the modules and possibly reordering
them. In the end the group decided to let the modules stand on their own
knowing that portions of each could be selected to move forward.

ACTION

DUE
DATE

Weston

On Going

General comments:
Weston needs to understand how frequently the event parking would be
used. The woodland roadway extension could help relieve traffic
pressure on Alphabet lane. SB noted that the Library septic field is in
front and utilities under the island, so the tree location needs more study
in that area. DV noted the Weston Historic Commission will want to look
at the arboretum in detail if that project moves forward.
9.08

9.09

10/07/11 NEXT MEETING:
There are no further meetings scheduled at this time. This concludes the JLA
initial CCMP study. JLA will package up the results of the process into a
summary report to present to the town.
10/07/11 NEXT STEPS:
JLA will compile all of the presentations, meeting minutes and cost
estimates into a summary report to present to the Town.
The Town will organize these ideas and prioritize them into smaller
projects that could then move forward on their own track for detailed
design and funding allocation.
These smaller projects would be circulated among the many committees,
boards and general public of the Town for additional more detailed input
and feedback before being finalized for construction.

11/4/11

JLA

11/4/11

Weston

On Going

es are provided to COMPASS Project Management within 48 hours of
There are no future meetings scheduled at this time.
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Notes of Meeting
Project:
Meeting Date:
Location:
Re:
Present:

Field Elementary School
JLA project no. 1021
10/12/11, 11:00am
Weston
DPW connection to the Case Campus walkthrough
Michele Grzenda; Town of Weston Conservation Commission (MG), Steve
Fogg; Town of Weston Engineer, Ken Hodgson; CDW Civil Engineer (KH),
Kevin Hirth; JLA
Distribution: attendees; project file
______________________________________________________________________
Agenda:

Wetland, Cemetery, and Conservation Constraints

Comments/Concerns
Planting on the site suggests a larger expanse of wetlands between the Woodland
School, Cemetery and DPW site than is marked on existing plans.
Wetlands encroach to within a very close proximity of the Ash Scattering garden.
Wetlands also encroach very close to the Cemetery road system in an area North of the
westernmost cemetery trailhead.
The aforementioned wetland conditions suggest that a road in proximity to the
location previously shown would involve extensive wetland encroachment far exceeding
the 5000 sq. ft. allowable loss of wetlands as set by the state. It is stated that any loss
of wetland would require at the least a wetland replacement at some other location on
site.
MG states that if this course were to be pursued, an extensive alternative analysis
would be necessary to determine the overall necessity of this encroachment.
The project would likely need to meet criteria for a “Limited Project Status” as defined
by the State.
A route exists through the forest between the Woodland School and the cemetery that
would forgo the majority of these wetlands. This route would require extensive use of
the cemetery road system. This option is suggested as an alternative.
This and other alternatives would likely require deliberate coordination with the
cemetery to ensure no conflict in use.
Another option was discussed and observed from the cemetery road surrounding the
abandoned temporary DPW maintenance hangar to the Memorial Pool parking lot.
This option would also require extensive civil engineering and an encroachment
exceeding the allowable 5000 sq. ft. into the existing wetlands. This location also
crosses a steep grade change and would likely require heavy grading and bridging.

J L A

Notes of Meeting
Field Elementary School
10/12/11
page 2

KH states that any encroachment of the wetlands in either location discussed would
carry a very high expense.
It is generally observed that there may be a town scale solution such as reconfiguring
the Boston Post Road / School Street intersection which could be favorable.
An unmarked culvert connecting the two wetland zones surrounding the Woodland
School suggests that a heavy volume of water is moving through the Woodland School
site between the cemetery and North towards the Memorial Pool parking lot.
END OF MEETING NOTES
Addressees believing these notes are in error or are inaccurate should contact the writer within five business days, otherwise these
notes will be considered accurate.

______________________________________________________________________
by:
encl:

K. Hirth

J L A

J o n a t h a n

L e v i

266 beacon street
boston ma 02116
tel 617 437 9458
fax 617 437 1965
www.leviarc.com
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